HEB is pleased to present several important online series in cooperation with publishers and various ACLS learned societies. (As with all the titles in HEB, subscribers enjoy unlimited simultaneous access to the special series). In addition to searching within an individual title, users can search within each series by using the drop-down menu “Select series” on the search page:

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=acls;rgn=full text;page=simple

Some of the special series may be of particular interest to liaison librarians: please see the notes at the end of the series descriptions.

**ACLS Centennial Series:** A selection of books authored by prominent contributors to the American Council of Learned Societies, this series commemorates its founding in 1919. These books exemplify the scholarly achievements that ACLS and its originators have fostered over the last century. *For English literature and history liaison librarians.*

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_ACLS.html

**American Historical Association’s Guide to Historical Literature:** Each volume in this series offers a selective “inventory of the best historical literature” in all fields, topics, and methods, and was carefully crafted by large teams of bibliographers and historians. *For history liaison librarians.*

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_AHA.html

**American Sociological Association’s Rose Series in Sociology:** This series consists of highly visible, accessible books that integrate specific substantive areas in sociology. *For sociology and social science liaison librarians.*

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/seriesASA.html

**ATLA Special Series:** The cordial relationship between the American Council of Learned Societies and the American Theological Library Association dates back to the 1940s with the inception of ATLA. HEB has now partnered with ATLA to create a highly regarded collection of e-books designed to support religious scholarship. The ATLA Special Series is a subset of the larger ACLS HEB collection, and will not only represent an essential resource to ATLA members but offer them the opportunity to play a role in future content curation. *For religious studies, theology, comparative and world religion, and Biblical studies liaison librarians.*

http://humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_ATLA.html
**Cambridge University Press Series:** HEB presents a range of titles from 13 Cambridge series. These include distinguished lists in film, music, drama, literature and more general cultural studies, assembled by such well-regarded editors as Ray Carney, Horton Andrew, Richard Wagner, Howard Erskine-Hill, and John Richetti. **For film studies, music, theater, cultural studies, literature and Russian studies liaison librarians.**


**Catalogus Translationum et Commentariorum: Mediaeval and Renaissance Latin Translations and Commentaries:** One of the great scholarly projects of our time is the *Catalogus Translationum et Commentariorum: Mediaeval and Renaissance Latin Translations and Commentaries*. The series was published by the Catholic University of America Press. HEB presents all the volumes in the series in full text, reproduced exactly as published. **For classics, medieval and Renaissance studies and history liaison librarians.**


**Collected Writings of Walt Whitman:** In cooperation with New York University Press, the seventeen volumes from this critically acclaimed, but long out-of-print, series are now available online for the first time as part of the HEB collection. Published between 1961 and 1984, the volumes in *The Collected Writings of Walt Whitman* capture every facet of one of America’s most important poets. **For English literature liaison librarians.**


**College Art Association Monographs:** The College Art Association issued 56 volumes with a variety of university presses and scholarly societies. The series published scholars who are among the most influential art historians of our time, and covers the history of art from Classical Antiquity into the twentieth century. In partnership with the College Art Association, HEB is please to offer this distinguished series in electronic form. **For art and art history liaison librarians.**


**English Institute Publications:** For seven decades The English Institute has been a major resource for developments in criticism, theory and scholarship, while honoring traditional fields of interest and modes of literary analysis. HEB presents the Institute’s invited conference papers, assembled into thematic volumes that have had a profound impact on the interpretation and teaching of English Literature. **For English literature liaison librarians.**


**Fordham University Press Series:** HEB presents two important series from Fordham University Press. Now numbering almost six dozen titles, American Philosophy covers a broad range of fields and approaches, from British empiricism to the American Pragmatism of John Dewey and Frederick L. Will, to Alfred North
Whitehead’s and John E. Smith’s examinations of reason, epistemology and religious experience. The distinguished Fordham Perspectives in Continental Philosophy series includes over 150 titles in various strains of contemporary European thought, ranging from Heidegger to Derrida and Habermas, and from deconstruction and ethical hermeneutics to the problem of God and the body, to phenomenology and the philosophy of religion. For philosophy and theology liaison librarians.

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_FordUP.html

**Gutenberg E-Prize Series:** The Gutenberg-e prize is a collaborative effort between Columbia University Press and the American Historical Association. Gutenberg-e's prize-winning books represent distinguished and innovative scholarship that is published initially in digital format. The titles have undergone a rigorous review by distinguished historians brought together by the AHA. HEB is pleased to offer all 35 Gutenberg-e titles in a cross-searchable, XML format. For gender studies and history liaison librarians.

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_GUTE.html

**John Harvard Library:** The John Harvard Library offers a collection of over 70 titles in American history and culture, ranging from the colonial era to the early 20th century. Each volume contains one or more primary sources written by leading American figures and was edited, with an introduction, by a distinguished scholar. For history liaison librarians.

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_JHL.html

**Littman Library of Jewish Civilization:** The Littman Library is a respected leader in Jewish Studies titles. HEB is partnering with the Littman Library to digitize its ongoing series Polin: Studies in Polish Jewry, launched in 1986 and published for the Institute for Polish-Jewish Studies and the American Association for Polish-Jewish Studies. As of 2015, HEB also features the Jewish Cultural Studies series, edited by Simon J. Bronner, with a focus on the concept of Jewish identity as perceived by both Jews and non-Jews, and exploring the cultural dimensions of concepts such as homeland and diaspora, assimilation and separation. For Jewish studies, cultural studies and sociology liaison librarians.

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_LL.html

**Records of Civilization:** HEB presents the first digitization of Columbia University Press’s renowned Records of Civilization. From its inception in 1915 the Records of Civilization has offered an essential series of primary sources in English translation with introductions and apparatus by leading scholars. While many of the series’ nearly 100 titles are now out of print, most have never been superseded. For Asian studies, Middle Eastern studies, literature, philosophy, history and religion liaison librarians.

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_ROC.html

**Society of Biblical Literature Series:** The SBL focuses on the needs of biblical scholars and students by creating resources for the classroom and research and
fosters the professional development of biblical scholars by creating venues for publication, enhancing editorial skills, and providing critical responses to manuscripts submitted for publication. HEB here includes three distinguished series from the SBL’s catalog: Writings from the Ancient World, Writings from the Greco-Roman World, and Ancient Israel and Its Literature. For Biblical studies, religious studies, theology, ancient history, and classics liaison librarians.
http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_SBL.html

Transformation of the Classical Heritage: With forty-eight volumes published to date, this series from the University of California Press offers a multi-disciplinary and pan-regional perspective on the transformation of the western ancient world. North Africa, the Middle East, late-ancient Europe, Rome, Byzantium, the Sassanids, Merovingian Gaul are all represented, as are archaeology and the visual arts, political, socio-economic and religious history, philosophy and religious thought, literature and textual studies. For African studies, ancient history, archaeology, art history, classics, history, and religious studies liaison librarians.
http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_TRANSFORMATION.html

Villa I Tatti series: HEB is pleased to be making the Villa I Tatti series available in collaboration with Harvard University Press and The Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance Studies. The Villa I Tatti program is dedicated to advanced research in all aspects of the Italian Renaissance. Since its inception in 1961, I Tatti has welcomed over 1,000 Fellows working in the fields of Italian Renaissance art, history, literature and music. The resulting work encompasses some of the most significant scholarship on the Italian Renaissance published over the last decades. For Renaissance studies, art history and history liaison librarians.
http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_ITatti.html

West Virginia University Press series: HEB presents two series from West University Press: Medieval European Studies and West Virginia and Appalachia. Medieval European Studies represents contemporary developments in the best scholarship in English on the culture and history of Europe throughout the medieval period. The series includes original works of scholarly significance, newly edited texts and newly corrected and annotated editions of earlier scholarship of continuing use to scholars and students. The West Virginia and Appalachia series is dedicated to publishing works on the history and culture of West Virginia and its region. This series publishes the best of a new generation of scholarship, integrating the historical, political and cultural experience of West Virginia and Appalachia into comparative regional, national and international contexts. For Medieval studies, history, cultural studies and political science liaison librarians.
http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_WVUP.html

Works of Henry Steele Commager: Henry Steele Commager (1902-1998) was one a prolific generation of public intellectuals who used his scholarly training and research to address many of the major topics of the day, including war and peace,
constitutional government and evolving issues of American civil rights and society. In collaboration with the Commager Estate, HEB here makes available in digital form thirty of Commager's scholarly works, primary-source collections and important textbook and general publications. *For political science, civics, government and history liaison librarians.*

http://www.humanitiesebook.org/the-collection/series_HSC.html
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